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LONDON: Falls in iPhone and US car sales
helped beat European stock markets back
from 20-month highs yesterday while the
dollar inched up as investors priced in a
greater chance of further tightening of
US monetary policy next month. Falls in
the price of copper and iron ore fed in to
a broadly flatter global mood and Wall
Street was set to open lower, adding to a
run of steady losses since the settling of
nerves over French elections a week ago.
The surprise fall in Apple’s iPhone sales in
the first quarter and drops in units sold
by Ford and General Motors added to
nerves about the durability of US growth

after a batch of shakier economic data
last month. 

“These numbers point to US consumers
becoming more cautious and do seem
like a source of some of the weakness
today,” said Andy Sullivan, a portfolio
manager with GL Asset Management UK
in London.  “Autos,  tech and basic
resources are leading Europe lower.” By
1134 GMT, the STOXX 600 index of leading
European shares was down 0.15 percent.
France’s CAC 40 and Germany’s DAX fell
0.25 and 0.1 percent respectively while
the resource-heavy FTSE 100 dipped 0.3
percent. After a mixed Asian session, with

a number of major markets closed, the
MSCI global share index was marginally
lower on the day.. US futures dipped by
0.1-0.2 percent.

Since December,  the US Federal
Reserve has finally begun to deliver on
long- disappointed expec tat ions of  a
steady rise in borrowing costs and an
increase in official rates in June is now 65
percent priced in by markets, according to
Reuters data. But economic numbers in
the past month have been less convinc-
ing, and the latest gains for global share
prices look as much the product of an
improving recovery in Europe as the US-

based optimism that dominated the end
of last year. 

That raises the question, ahead of the
Fed’s May policy decision later, of how
much the world’s  largest  economy is
capable of stomaching tighter monetary
conditions without a boost from tax cuts
or new public spending.  

Satoshi Okagawa, senior global mar-
kets analyst for Sumitomo Mitsui Banking
Corporation in Singapore, said the weak
US auto sales could make market partici-
pants wary of actively buying the dollar
against the yen for now.

“Concerns about geopolitical risks such

as North Korea had weighed on the dollar
against the yen recently ... But the focus is
shifting to whether the (strength) of US
economic fundamentals is for real,” he
said.  “ There is  more data coming up
including the jobs data, so those need to
be watched closely,” he added, referring to
the US nonfarm payrolls report due on
Friday. The dollar index, which tracks the
greenback against a basket of  trade -
weighted peers,  rose 0 .1  percent to
99.069.  I t  gained around 0.2 percent
against the yen and the euro on the day
but remained below highs hit over the
past week. —Reuters

Consumer demand fears knock stocks

TOKYO: A worker carries a cardboard box in front of an electronic stock indi-
cator of a securities firm in Tokyo. —AP

SHANGHAI: Chinese conglomerate HNA
Group has become the largest share-
holder in Germany’s biggest lender
Deutsche Bank after raising its stake to
nearly 10 percent, according to a regula-
tory filing. HNA Group, an aviation and
shipping group, leapfrogged US man-
agement giant BlackRock after its hold-
ing in Deutsche Bank reached 9.92 per-
cent, worth 3.4 billion euros ($3.7 bil-
lion), according to the US public filing
this week. BlackRock held a stake of 5.88
percent in the European banking giant
as of April.

HNA has been on a buying spree of
overseas assets from hotels to airlines
even though the Chinese government
has curbed acquisitions in foreign assets
over concerns about the weakening
yuan. Deutsche was hit with heavy fines
last year, as well as battling headwinds
from low interest rates, tougher banking
regulation and a massive restructuring
plan that will see the bank withdraw
from some business areas. The bank suf-
fered a 1.4-billion-euro loss in 2016, but

it reported strong first quarter results
last week.

But HNA invested in the firm as it
believes the shares of the bank are “sub-
stantially undervalued and is an attrac-
tive investment”, according to the filing.
HNA just last month agreed to buy an $8
billion stake in Rio de Janeiro’s airport
from the corruption-tainted Brazilian
firm Odebrecht. It also announced in
October that it would acquire a 25 per-
cent stake in international hotel operator
Hilton Worldwide Holdings, not long
after announcing it would buy the air-
craft leasing business of US-based CIT
Group Inc. for $10 billion.

The company purchased Brazil’s third
largest airline Azul in August last year, a
deal that followed a July announcement
that it had made a successful $1.5 billion
offer for Swiss airline catering company
Gategroup. In May last year, the compa-
ny bought a 13 percent stake in Virgin
Australia airline and also acquired a
share of Portuguese national airline
TAP.—AFP 
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OTTAWA: Toronto home prices and new
listings surged in April from a year earlier
while sales fell, the Toronto Real Estate
Board said yesterday, suggesting the
market may be starting to rebalance
after new housing rules were put it place
amid fears of a bubble in Canada’s
largest city. The industry group said the
average home price rose 31.7 percent in
April from a year earlier, while new list-
ings rose 33.6 percent and sales dipped
3.2 percent.

Toronto is the capital of the province
of Ontario, which introduced a 15 per-
cent tax on property purchases by for-
eign buyers as part of 16 measures
designed to cool Toronto’s red-hot
housing market. While the real estate
group said it  was too early to say
whether the surge in new listings was in
response to the new rules or simply sell-
ers responding to the recent surge in
prices, the market will rebalance if the
trend continues.

“It was encouraging to see a very
strong year-over-year increase in new
listings. If new listings growth continues
to outpace sales growth moving for-
ward, we will start to see more balanced

market conditions,” said Jason Mercer,
TREB’s director of market analysis. “It will
l ikely take a number of months to
unwind the substantial pent-up demand
that has built over the past two years.
Expect annual rates of price growth to
remain well above the rate of inflation as
we move through the spring and sum-
mer months,” he added.

Economists have said the foreign buy-
ers tax should cool demand, even
though there is little data showing that
foreign buyers are a large part of the
market, because it shows the govern-
ment is determined to slow the market.
The Toronto Real Estate Board said its
data showed foreign buyers were not a
major factor in the “Greater Golden
Horseshoe” area surrounding Toronto. 

It said 2.3 percent of buyers between
2008 and 2017 had a mailing address
outside of Canada. The share was 2.2
percent in 2016 and 2.6 percent for the
January through April period in 2017. A
survey of its members in the fall of 2016
showed 4.9 percent of deals between
the fall of 2015 and the fall of 2016 were
done by foreign buyers,  the group
said.—Reuters

Toronto house prices, new

listings surge but sales dip

PARIS: French bank BNP Paribas said yes-
terday it got off to a good start in 2017,
with the strength of the financial markets
enabling it to notch up “solid” results in
the first quarter. It said in a statement its
net profit rose by 4.4 percent to 1.89 bil-
lion euros ($2.0 billion) in the period
from January to March, beating analysts’
expectations of a figure of around 1.6 bil-
lion euros.  Revenues advanced by 4.2
percent to 11.3 billion euros, also outpac-
ing expectations.

“BNP Paribas delivered a very good
performance this quarter,” said chief
executive Jean-Laurent Bonnafe. “The
revenues of the operating divisions were
significantly higher thanks to good busi-
ness growth.” The bank attributed that

growth to the strength of the financial
markets. “Domestic markets reported
sustained business activity... with good
growth in loans to individual and corpo-
rate clients.” The bank also reported
“strong growth” in deposits and
increased assets under management. 

“Costs were well under control and
the cost of risk was down. The group’s
balance sheet is rock-solid,” with the core
Tier 1 capital ratio-a key gauge of finan-
cial strength-rising to 11.6 percent, BNP
Paribas said. Investors appeared to wel-
come the results, with BNP Paribas shares
showing a gain of 0.4 percent on the
Paris stock exchange yesterday, while the
blue-chip CAC40 index was showing a
loss of 0.3 percent. —AFP
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